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PASSERS-BY 
  

A Bible reading. 
  
The story of the Good Samaritan was Christ's rebuke of an idle question. The lawyer seems to 
have wanted to put Christ under the fires of cross examination, but our Lord was, as always, more 
than a match for human wisdom and the questioner got a great deal more than he bargained for 
in the answer.  
  
One good trait in a poor character. 
  
There is, however, one thing about this lawyer that I like, and that is that the Bible tells us he 
“stood up” to tempt Christ. He was certainly doing a mean and unworthy action, but he was 
perfectly “above board” about it. I have always had a preference for the character that stands 
up, that shoulders the responsibility of the situation, that does not seek to cover itself by 
stooping, but openly stands up and out before the world in its true colors.  
  
There are always plenty of people standing up for the wrong, fighting even their own consciences 
and their better instincts for its interests, contending in its cause, trying to win others to the side 
of hate an impurity and lie; there are even those who are laying down their lives, and playing fast 
and loose with their chances of eternal life, all for the sake of sin. Oh, what a terrible waste of life 
and its energies! But what about those who are standing up for the right? Ah! There's is noble 
attitude for a noble cause. These are they who have counted the cost, who have flung open the 
halfway gate, who have burnt the last bridge behind them, who have sworn to their own hurt 
and changed not, and are ready to give the testimony of life or death so long as they stand up 
for the right - or, In other words, the righteousness of God. Are you among them? If so, you may 
be humble and unknown, but your name is treasured in heaven, and your path is the path of all 
Christians who have been worthy of the name - it is the path the martyrs trod; it is the path first 
pressed in all its ruggedness and pain by the pierced feet of Calvary's Savior. Stand up for right 
and all that is mightiest and best stands with you. 
  

DON'T ASK UNNECESSARY QUESTIONS. 
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A counter question was Christ’s reply in this case, a reminder of information already in the 
questioner’s possession. Very often this is the only answer heaven can give to the prayers of its 
people, for too often people ask for light when what they need is obedience. This man had read 
the answer to his question. Perhaps he knew it by heart, but, like too many, he had forgotten to 
apply the application to himself. Don't keep on praying about the matter to which your 
conscience has long since supplied the answer. What you need is to act upon it. This is nearly 
always the secret fault of those who rise unsatisfied from penitent forms; they have struggled to 
the point of a public avowal, and then keep themselves out of peace by sticking at the prayer, 
“What wouldst thou have me to do?” And never going on to “thy will be done”. 
  
 Have you ever thought that there is a great possibility of condemnation in all the knowledge 
with which God warns a man's conscience lights his way, that lights neglected or spurned brings 
heavy responsibility, and that to “him that knoweth and doeth not to him it is sin”? Many who 
are most learned in the tactics of charity never show the first expression of love; many, who have 
at their finger ends a dozen creeds, know nothing of the faith of a little child, and many - alas, 
how many! - who have read from cover to cover this guidebook from earth to heaven have never 
planted one self-forgetting step on the road to which it points. Very unmistakable and final is the 
warning to such: “Not everyone that sayeth unto me, Lord, shall enter the Kingdom of heaven, 
but he that doeth the will of my Father.”  
  

CHRIST CANNOT BE CORNERED. 
  
Very persistent was this lawyer, trying, as many people do in our day, so often when spoken to 
personally in Army meetings, to turn away the arrow of convicting truth by the shield of 
argument, “playing for time,” or, in other and Bible words, “willing to justify himself.” His lawyer’s 
pride was flattered by his question, “who is my neighbor?” For he thought at last he had put 
Jesus in a corner. He was accustomed to hard questions; His business was twisting phrases and 
tricking words so that witnesses might confuse themselves into betrayal. But Christ can never be 
cornered; His blessed hand holds the solution to every problem that besets the human mind, 
and when the solution is withheld we may be sure that it is either because the answer is already 
been heard, but not heeded, or because our finite eyes can bear the twilight better than the day. 
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But the Christian world has cause to be eternally grateful for the mercy which bore with the 
tedious lawyer and his questions, and gave him his answer in the form of a wonderful story which 
has been the great example of inspiration and all true philanthropy in every age. 
  

TWO BAD MEN, ONE GOOD MAN AND ONE WOUNDED. 
  
Four distinct characters are shown in this remarkable story, which typify four different classes of 
people, all of whom will, no doubt, be represented in the readers to whom these passages will 
come. Briefly, they are as fellows - two bad men, one good man and one wounded, or, as the 
Bible defines them, the priest, the Levite, the Samaritan and he that fell among the thieves. In 
this case the last shall be first, and we let our first glance, as it always ought to do, fall upon the 
poor unfortunate.  
  

THE POOR UNFORTUNATE. 
  
Very little is told us concerning the man who went down from Jerusalem to Jericho; we only 
know the bad case into which he fell, and that Christ distinguishes him from any other by 
speaking of him as a “certain” man. Christ can always distinguish us - amid earth’s thousands of 
thousands; His eye falls upon you - upon me - and knows us for ourselves. We all have 
individuality, and that individuality is marked before God. What characteristics distinguish us in 
his sight? It is our kindness of heart, it is our purity of motive, it is our zeal of soul, or is it a load 
up on our conscience, and unwashed blot upon our past, a hideous mockery of a religion the 
world looks upon as real? Oh, the power of individuality! Only you can be the man you ought, 
only you can do the work you may. 
 

UPON A BAD ROAD WE CAN EXPECT NO GOOD. 
  
It is mere conjecture to imagine how much the man was responsible for the misfortune that befell 
him. It may be that he had forgotten to carry arms, thinking, as many people do spiritually in 
small temptations, that for such a short journey he would run the risk. But it is evident that he 
took a thief infested road, and, as a natural course, assault and robbery took place. We may 
always expect to be robbed when we trespass upon the haunts of robbers. Oh, when will men 
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and women realize that the greatest ravages of all are stolen by the highway men of sin? No 
other hands are so brutal in their way of despoiling, none makes so many wounds while they 
steal and none can take so much and so fast. Are you traveling the road of sin with a haughty 
look and a self-sufficient assurance that you can take care of yourself? Beware! No one is safe 
upon that road; sooner or later you will lose and you will suffer, and unless Christ, our great, 
good Samaritan, comes your way to pour in the oil and wine of forgiveness, and in his mercy 
take you to safer places you will forever curse the road that led to ruin.  
 

THE VALUE OF A CHANCE 
  
Turning our attention to the other three, we must note in passing the way they came, expressed 
in the Bible by the significant phrase “and by chance there came down”. By chance - the word 
falls strangely on our ears from the lips of the Master, and we feel that he knows the end from 
the beginning, and all the unseen providences of our lives, must have had some special lesson 
to teach in his employment of the term. Perhaps it was to remind us not to miss any of life's 
opportunities because so many of the best of them seem to come by chance. 
  
It seemed to be only by chance that Pharaoh’s daughter came down that day to bathe in the 
river, and found the infant Moses in his bulrush cot. 
  
It seemed to be only by chance, that's all, when he was seeking his father's lost asses met with 
Samuel, who was to anoint him King.  
  
It seemed to be only by chance that Jesus overheard the disciples driving the mothers away, and 
said, “Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not.” What are you doing with your 
chances - the golden fleeting opportunities to bless and be blessed which come to you fresh 
with every morning's light? Are you taking them, or are you losing them? Are you using them, or 
are you abusing them? Are you cashing them to everlasting profit, or are you putting them to 
such criminal misappropriation that you will one day read the account as eternal loss?  
  

THE MAN WHO DID NOT CARE. 
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Here is an exemplification of the greatest sin of the Christian Church - the sin against which 
righteous souls have struggled down through the centuries and which has held back more hands, 
locked more hearts and damned more souls (their own - and others) than any other one sin. For 
the first man who passed the half dead traveler by was steeped and soaked in the greatest sin 
of the church - the sin of indifference. Look at the priest as he walks along; His robes loudly 
declare his calling; he is often in the temple; his profession is the service of God; his very 
livelihood is earned by the performance of religious duties. Yet here he is held up before the 
eyes of all ages as a crucifier of his mission. Have you been tempted to look upon indifference 
as a small or insignificant sin? Then gaze upon it in its true colors as it is shown in the mirror of 
this parable, and hate it, shun it; shake yourself out of its clutches as you would from the coils of 
a cobra. Indifference is the paralysis of the soul; it dulls the eye so that it cannot see its own or 
other’s true condition; its palsies the hand so that it cannot hold the help it could and should 
bring; it brands the brain so that it cannot think of truth save in a distorted light; and, lastly its 
deadly sting stops the heart, and the soul is dead to God , to Salvation and heaven.  
  

THE MAN WHO COULD IF HE WOULD. 
  
There is not much and certainly nothing better to say about the Levite. If he was less in a hurry 
to get away from the scene of blood than the priest, it was not because he was less indifferent; 
for he, alas! could look on and then pass on; took a good gaze at suffering and then left it to 
itself. This man was even more cruel than the first, or he did the most unkind of all actions - raised 
hopes and left them unfulfilled. Perhaps it was that he was not prepared for emergencies, and 
because he had not all to give would not give anything. This is the case with a great number of 
half-hearted Christians taking a look, and nothing more, at the world's sore and sad heart. They 
stop and size up the patient; they see how fast the blood is running, how deep in the wound is, 
how shallow the breath, how terrible the sin, how dark the lot, how despairing the soul, and they 
say, ‘No; let that man come who knows God better, who plays full-hearted, who sacrifices often. 
I'll make way for him!’ And they leave the poor, robbed soul. What a terrible drawback is this 
consciousness of inability - this feeling that one is not up to the standard of what the need 
requires! Oh, how this feeling weakens our forces, drives back our testimonies, chokes appeals 
from our lips and ties our hands from help. Are you one who cannot seek the cleansing of others 
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because of the stain upon your own garments?  Are you one who having the name and the 
reputation of a Samaritan, is still a Levite at heart, and knows himself to be such? 
  
But whatever the motive of these two men, whether it was in the one indifference, and the other 
incompetence, they both took the same heartless action - they crossed over - chose another 
path, passed by on the other side. Oh, the thousands of people who are regarding the claims of 
the underworld by taking this means! They crossover, get away from, seek to get out of sight, 
away from sound, choosing another path, another church, another minister, any of these that 
remind them of the sins and sorrows and the needs of others. But this is no way to rid yourself 
of responsibility. For the more you put it from you the heavier the burden of your blame.  
  

THE MAN WHO DID. 
  
It has always been to me a source of satisfaction that artists who have pictured this scene have 
generally painted the Good Samaritan as a very ordinary man, for I like to think that only in God’s 
service it is possible and very often probable for very ordinary people to far outshine those who 
are naturally brilliant. He may or may not have been as wealthy as the Levite; he certainly would 
not have the learning of the priest, and he belonged to a country that was despised by both, but 
he had a good kind heart, and he did what it prompted and twenty centuries have risen up to 
call him blessed. He possessed that truest attitude of Christianity - the attribute of compassion 
without which the heart is hard and dry, and possession of which makes us sure that “all other 
things shall be added.” Well, there is no true compassion that is not born of Calvary’s love. 
Notice all that compassion did:  
  
He went; compassion goes; it cannot stay.   
He poured in oil and wine; compassion always gives.   
He put him on his own beast; compassion finds it easy to sacrifice.  
He brought him to an inn; compassion delights to cover; its first instinct is to shield.  
He took care of him; compassion set itself at once on guard. 
He paid his bill; compassion spends anything and everything with lavish hand and willing heart.  
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Oh, beautiful spirit, which has written “God is love” upon the skies of the universe, and which 
has been the spring of all mercy which the world has ever known! May it be in the windows of 
our churches and on the handles of our Army doors, and its influence fill and flood our service 
with the love that “constraineth” men. 
 
Let Christ's last words to the young lawyer, whose inquisitiveness was noticeably meek at the 
close of the parable, be our watchword this week, and after, “go thou and do likewise” 
 
Yes, go, and go quickly, and the Saints will love you, and the poor will bless you, and the Angels 
praise you, and last and best, God will crown you on that day when every good and faithful 
servant enters into the joy of his Lord. 
 


